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Description

Make a local copy of the currently used packages within the session from the currently used library.

Usage

library_snapshot(path = NULL)

Arguments

path path to which to copy packages to; if NULL

Value

Returns the paths from which packages were copied

Examples

## not run:

library_snapshot()

library_snapshot(path = tempdir())

## End(not run)

package_dependencies

Description

package_dependencies

Usage

package_dependencies(pkg, env = NULL, dependency_type = c("depends", "imports", "linkingto"))
**session_dependencies**

**Arguments**
- **pkg**
  - the package to resolve dependencies for
- **env**
  - an environment to store results in, is primarily used for recursion
- **dependency_type**
  - the dependency types to include, e.g. "depends", "imports", "linkingto", "suggests" – will leave out suggests by default

**Description**

**Usage**

```r
session_dependencies(exclude_base = TRUE)
```

**Arguments**
- **exclude_base**
  - should base and recommended packages be excluded from dependencies?
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